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Idaho Department of Game and Fish 

P.O. Box 25 

Boise, ID 83707 

 

 

    Re: Draft Idaho Gray Wolf Management Plan 2023-2028 

 

February 27, 2023 

 

IDFG: 

The Wilderness Watch and Friends of the Clearwater do not support this draft wolf management 

plan. There are many assumptions based on incomplete or non-transparent data. State of Idaho 

public record requests can be expensive, and IDFG is often not forthcoming with that data, or 

provides just enough that it leaves a lot of questions. We can’t afford public records requests 

from IDFG, so the agency has advantaged itself with statements that justify or set strategy in this 

plan that can’t be critically analyzed.    

It is hard to understand the “wolf depredations on livestock and negative impacts on big game” 

when this agency hasn’t disclosed sufficient evidence to support either claim. Idaho is home to 

400,000 deer, 120,000 elk, 20,000 black bears, and 4,000 mountain lions. You have not 

presented any ecological justification for such a low number of wolves.  

 

IDFG need not kill wolves if the agency is concerned about impacts to elk, deer, or moose  

“Total human-caused mortality can be divided into harvest and non-harvest mortality. Most non-

harvest mortality results from response to conflict (wolf-caused ungulate predation and livestock 

depredation).”  This IDFG statement in your wolf management plan is both odd and belies this 

agency’s prejudice towards wolves. Wolf predation on ungulates is not “conflict.” It is called a 

“predator-prey relationship.”  

IDFG has not disclosed any convincing evidence that there is some unusual threat to elk 

populations from wolves outside of the normal predator-prey relationship. Your lack of evidence 

makes it difficult to understand your concern with wolf impacts on elk. Last year—2022—the 

statewide hunting figures for elk was 20,952 elk. This makes nine years in a row that hunters 

have killed over 20,000 elk, and the 2022 figure was the 12th or 13th largest figure since 1935. 

These kind of figures makes it difficult to understand your justification to eliminate over half of 

what you think is the wolf population. If IDFG is concerned about elk, maybe reduce the tags for 

hunting elk? Wolf packs will target old, sick, and injured, which is typically not the demographic 

hunters kill.  
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Predators, including wolves, have the potential to improve the health of the populations they prey 

upon. Modeling results suggest that moderate predation pressure from predators, including 

wolves, can decrease outbreak sizes of chronic wasting diseases in elk. Brandell et al. 2022.  

On Isle Royale, researchers found that wolves selected senescent moose, and tended to avoid 

prime-aged adults unless those adults were afflicted with severe osteoarthritis. By preying upon 

prime-aged moose with osteoarthritis, wolves reduce the likelihood that those poor genes would 

be passed on. Hoy et al. 2022. Importantly, researchers were able to uncover the evidence that 

suggests this because Isle Royale is a federally designated Wilderness.  

 

Do not kill wolves in Idaho’s Wilderness  

One of the reasons that we have the information that Hoy et al. 2022 was able to analyze is 

because biology and ecology is allowed to unfold naturally in Wilderness Areas. The Wilderness 

Act mandates the preservation of wilderness character. This means protecting our nation’s 

wildest landscapes in their “natural” and “untrammeled” condition. 16 U.S.C. §1131(a), (c). 

Wilderness character is an environment not controlled by humans, retaining “primeval character 

and influence.” 16 U.S.C. §1131(c). The Wilderness areas in our national forests, including the 

Gospel Hump Wilderness, the Selway-Bitterroot Wilderness, the Sawtooth Wilderness, the 

Frank Church River of No Return Wilderness are managed by the US Forest Service, which has 

promulgated an implementing regulation that ensures that in Wilderness, “[n]atural ecological 

succession will be allowed to operate freely to the extent feasible.” 36 C.F.R. §293.2(a). 

Wildlife, and their natural predator-prey relationship, is nature operating freely; it is the natural 

and untrammeled condition of wilderness.   

The State of Idaho’s attempt to artificially set a number that will also impacts Wilderness is 

antithetical to the preservation of wilderness character under the Wilderness Act.  

 

IDFG need not kill wolves if the agency is concerned about cattle  

Losses of cattle are overwhelmingly not caused by predators. Even using the US Department of 

Agriculture’s (USDA’s) numbers, cattle losses from non-predation is about 98 percent. But, 

other reviews found that USDA’s numbers are inflated by multiples.  

Predator control methods to prevent livestock loss need more rigorous scientific tests. Non-lethal 

methods can be more effective. These methods are often tested with more scientific rigor and 

higher standards of evidence than the lethal methods. Treves et al. 2016. As a result, the default 

should be non-lethal methods. Yet this draft management plan seems to consider only lethal 

methods. 

The thresholds this management plan triggers eliminating wolves in management zones for 

“chronic depredation.” What is the definition of “chronic depredation” or what levels of 

depredation trigger this conclusion? And how certain must the case for an agency to attribute the 
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cause to wolves? It is important for IDFG to answer these questions because the prejudice 

against wolves sometimes cause wolves to erroneously be associated with cattle losses.   

For example, if “chronic depredation” is one probable case every four or five years and IDFG 

has authorized a blanket approach, even if a kill was attributed to one wolf pack, any other wolf 

pack in that area would have IDFG targets on them, and all packs would be at risk.  

Science has also found that killing wolves might destabilize a pack that does increase the risk of 

livestock losses. Lethal control can increase cattle depredation, particularly when wolf 

population growth is not steady. Kompaniyets and Evans 2017.  

   

Killing wolves hurt wolf populations, other animals, and people 

Killing wolves hurt wolf populations and has more impacts than just reducing numbers. Studies 

of lethal controls of other top-order, socially complex species show that control factures social 

groups, and the effect of that control was not consistent or predictable. Wallach et al. 2009. 

Human-caused mortality destabilizes wolf packs: “The human-caused mortality of any wolf 

decreased the predicted odds of a pack persistence to the end of the biological year by 27% [] 

and reproduction the following year by 22%.... Cassidy et al. 2023 

This wolf-killing agenda in your draft management plan can hurt other animals and people. From 

2012-2019, according to IDFG’s own records, trappers reported trapping 620 animals in wolf 

traps that were not wolves. Some of these perished in the trap. Some were released with likely 

injuries and there is no measurement on delayed mortality. Wolves can essentially be baited in 

Idaho, which can cause more trapping of wolverine and fisher. Science has found that fisher 

scavenge more than previously thought, especially in winters, where resources tend to be scarcer. 

Allen et al. 2021. For the rare fishers, who have spread out home ranges, at least 53 were trapped 

over the 2012-2019 years of information IDFG gathered. Twenty-two fisher were trapped in the 

2013-2014 trapping season. The kind of wolf management that leads to this level of harm to 

other species will catapult species like fisher towards extinction. Besides indiscriminately 

trapping animals, trapping makes those animals suffer. Traps restrain animals without food, 

shelter, or water. The longer the trapping season to get wolves, the larger this destructive 

footprint will be to animals, pets, and humans alike. In addition to other wildlife, trapping 

endangers children and pets.  

 

Killing wolves is expensive and increases negative prejudice towards wolves 

IDFG states that the “harvest rate varies across the state. In remote areas with limited access, 

such as in central Idaho, wolf densities will likely not be significantly altered by human harvest.” 

p. 11. Then why are you spending so much money to gun down wolves from helicopters? The 

State of Idaho allocated over $1 million to kill wolves last year, and spent almost $3000 per wolf 

via helicopter shooting in 2021. Helicopter shooting sprees are a waste of money.  

https://www.gjsentinel.com/news/western_colorado/expert-meeker-evidence-inconsistent-with-wolf-attacks/article_3a4638e4-a9a6-11ed-a698-7f2f5140a269.html
https://www.livingwithwolves.org/traps-are-indiscriminate/
https://friendsoftheclearwater.us21.list-manage.com/track/click?u=a21e66f58cad682d3b482d482&id=adb2339aa9&e=d66fb161db
https://friendsoftheclearwater.us21.list-manage.com/track/click?u=a21e66f58cad682d3b482d482&id=b51fbdb1cb&e=d66fb161db
https://friendsoftheclearwater.us21.list-manage.com/track/click?u=a21e66f58cad682d3b482d482&id=ee2b1f1e9b&e=d66fb161db
https://friendsoftheclearwater.us21.list-manage.com/track/click?u=a21e66f58cad682d3b482d482&id=ee2b1f1e9b&e=d66fb161db
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Hunting wolf populations with the uber-aggressive targets that IDFG sets likely increases 

negative prejudice towards wolves. Science suggests that hunting programs might hinder public 

acceptance of predators. Researchers in Wisconsin studied “[c]hanges in individual responses to 

statements about emotions, [behavioral] intentions, beliefs, and attitudes toward wolves and wolf 

management” over the course of four years, before and after the state’s first legal hunt. Those 

researchers found that among the male participants of the study, tolerance levels for wolves 

decreased. Hogberg et al. 2015.  

Science has also linked support-for-culling with an increase in poaching. Capron and Treves 

2016 inferred that the variations in wolf population growth rates were variations in poaching 

resulting from policy changes—that allowing wolf culling was more likely to increase poaching. 

Perhaps a reason for this is that culling policies lessens the value of each individual of a species. 

This draft management plan doesn’t attempt to understand that relationship at all. It is possible, if 

you only count mortality by what is reported, then the numbers you report are considerably 

underreported.  

IDFG's wolf population estimates are far from perfect. IDFG used a space-to-event (STE) model 

fit to camera trap data around 2020. However, the model that IDFG designed violated necessary 

parameters for an STE model to be useful. For example, STE is designed for cameras triggered at 

fixed times, not by motion; IDFG used motion-triggered cameras. Also, STE need to use these 

time-lapse cameras at random locations; IDFG placed cameras at historical or predicted wolf 

rendezvous sites. Furthermore IDFG’s wolf analysis assumed camera samples covered the 

constant areas even thought camera angles were changed, IDFG failed to make necessary 

modifications to account for coordinated movement by pack members in this model. Given there 

are so many methodological problems with how IDFG sampled for wolf population, we don’t 

think this estimation is supportable. 

IDFG used harvest and genetics to estimate reproduction in wolves recently. How is that 

estimate impacted if harvest causes social structures break apart (see above) and there is more 

relatedness of individuals between groups, as Ausband and Waits 2020 suggests?  

Brazen attempts to reduce the wolf population from this poor estimate may lead to larger losses 

intended, and the lower the population, the more difficult it can be to measure those losses. This 

type of management could very well result in the federal government re-listing Northern Rockies 

wolves under the Endangered Species Act.  

We urge IDFG to revisit this poor management plan. We strongly object to it in its current form. 

Please make it scientific and humane.  
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Sincerely,  

 

Katie Bilodeau 

Staff Attorney, Friends of the Clearwater 

katie@friendsoftheclearwater.org 

PO Box 9241, Moscow, ID 83843 

(Tel) 208-882-9755 

katie@friendsoftheclearwater.org 

 

 

 
DANA M. JOHNSON, ATTORNEY 
Wilderness Watch, Idaho Office 
danajohnson@wildernesswatch.org 
P.O. Box 9765, Moscow ID 83843 
(Tel) 208.310.7003   
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